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About Us [1]

The services and solutions that we offer can be narrowed down in 3 major areas:

marketing and sales of selected SCM services and solutions [2], used by various corporate
clients throughout Europe, North America and South America (Asia is still on our wishlist
... we're working on it ...).
various internet solutions and services [3] typically used by SMB clients, such as webhosting
and eMailhosting, but also more advanced facilities such as virtual private networks (VPN),
security certificates, etc.
various flavors of ICT services and solutions [4] to various SMB clients all over Belgium.
Our core competencies [5] are:

Software Configuration Management, especially applied to mainframe environments: that's
what we're good at, that's what we're passionate about and that's what we're known for
around the world.
providing various flavors of internet services (ISP): that's were we started and that's where
we've learned (and invested) a lot over the past decade or so. Experience that our many SMB
clients today also take advantage of (and they know what we mean by providing them
technical support).
Of course, these competencies are also reflected in our company's mission statement [6].
We are in this business since 2000, checkout our company history [7] for some details about what
happened since then. Alternatively, or additionally, have a look at some of our references [8] (partial
list only). Needless to say how proud we are about our achievements.
But, nothing is indefinite, except change (and software change management ...). Read about what's
new at our company and/or what's new in the business we're in, consider checking out our news [9]
section also.
And since we're always looking for experienced professionals, we also enhanced this website to find
people who want to work with us [10] (either as an employee or a subcontractor).
Looking for more info on this? Please checkout any of the topics below (if you have other suggestions
that fit in this website area: please let us know [11]!):
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